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ABSTRACT

Although earthquakes have never caused any structural damage to Peninsula 
Malaysia, the consequences of even a moderate level of ground motion may be 
enormous because of the high concentration of population and commercial activities 
taking place in structures that have not been designed for seismic loads in the area. In 
order to design the structure to withstand the seismic loading, the initial important soil 
dynamic terms need to be analyzed. They are including the acceleration, and response 
spectra of the soil. Earthquake ground motions are usually predicted in two stages. In the 
first stage, an attenuation relationship is used to relate the earthquake magnitude, depth 
of epicenter, and location of earthquake source and study areas by using essential 
relationship based on adjusted relationship that is commonly used for Peninsular 
Malaysia. Attenuation relationship for Perai due to Sumatran Earthquake on December 
2004 was used to determine the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) at bedrock. The result 
then was applied together with the NERA software to determine the Spectrum Response 
and Peak Surface Acceleration for the soil surface (PSA). Data collection included the 
search for the earthquake history data, strong ground motion data and soil data from 
different site location.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Although the seismic hazard from such distant earthquakes to Peninsular 

Malaysia, in terms of ground shaking, is considerably low, the seismic risk, in 

terms of damage potential to structures, loss of lives, assets, businesses and 

services, cannot be ignored. This is because of the high concentration of 

population and commercial activities taking place in structures that have not been 

designed for seismic loads in cities such as Penang and Kuala Lumpur. In line 

with the increasing public awareness towards seismic loss potential, it is timely 

to assess the seismic hazard and risk thoroughly. Ground motion relationships in 

terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV) and 

response spectral acceleration (RSA), as functions of earthquake magnitude and 

distance are fundamental inputs to seismic hazard assessment. These functions 

are called attenuation relationships. Attenuation relationship is a simple 

mathematical model that relates a ground motion parameter to earthquake source 

parameter and local site condition

Most of the attenuation relationships were develops for earthquake event which 

have the epicenter distance of less than 300 km. On the other hand, Peninsular 

Malaysia is affected seismically by far field earthquake events from Sumatran 

fault. The nearest distance of earthquake epicenter from Malaysia is 

approximately 350 km. Hence for this research the more essential relationship
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